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JLL Increases Productivity by 50% 
and Revenue by 20% Using CoStar
JLL is the fastest-growing commercial real estate 
firm in Canada with 1,110 employees across the 
country and leadership across all commercial 
real estate markets. Its fully-integrated service 
delivery platform spans tenant and landlord 
representation; project and development services; 
occupier strategies and solutions; investment 
sales; advisory and appraisal services; debt 
capital markets; and facilities management 
services. 

Two years ago, the company sought to increase 
productivity and solidify its reputation as the 
go-to firm for clients seeking the best insights, 
information and consultative expertise.

 

“We view our relationship with CoStar 
as a partnership,” he continued. 
“CoStar is a strong force in the CRE 
industry that is continually innovating, 
setting new standards, and enabling 
brokers to close more deals and earn 
more commissions.”

To deliver on this objective, leaders at the firm 
knew they would need immediate access to the 
all property data for both active listings and full 
inventory.  At the time, JLL had a myriad of in-
house and third party tools for their brokers to pull 
from, but the process, which required synthesizing 
information from disparate sources, proved time 
intensive, and the accuracy was questionable. 
Before being put to use, information needed to be 
validated.  The firm decided to search for a better 
solution.

JLL selected CoStar as the sole source for their 
commercial real estate information.   One of 
the primary reasons: because CoStar ‘tracks 
everything’.  Brett Miller, CEO of JLL Canada said, 

“There is a tremendous amount of value in the 
off-market properties that CoStar tracks, because 
these are often where the real opportunities lie.”   
Even more critical than having the full inventory is 
being able to trust the information, mitigating the 
need to do hours of validation.  JLL put the CoStar 
database to the test and the CEO reported, “We 
know we’re accessing trustworthy information 
that tells a clear story. This allows us to cultivate 
relationships and close more deals.  CoStar helps 
us win business, every time.”

At the same time JLL was also growing their 
employee base 5 fold.  They needed the right tools 
and information to attract top talent.  By using 
CoStar as one of the differentiators in recruiting 
strategy, JLL grew its employee base from 200 
to 1,110 – a more than 500% increase – over two 
years.

JLL has also realized incredible value from listing 
properties on CoStar.  CoStar has the largest 
audience of professional deal-makers and is 
at the center of the majority of commercial real 
estate deals.  

“How else can you put your listing in front of 
thousands of deal makers with one simple phone 
call?” Miller said.“CoStar has been an integral 
partner in helping JLL increase its revenues by 20 
percent in the past year alone,” said Miller. “We 
view our relationship with CoStar as a partnership,” 
he continued. “CoStar is a strong force in the CRE 
industry that is continually innovating, setting new 
standards, and enabling brokers to close more 
deals and earn more commissions. We operate 
in an information industry where clients want 
accurate information now. CoStar delivers on this 
need, and makes our brokers look good. CoStar 
gives our brokers the edge to do more: Develop 
more business, service clients better, and earn 
more commissions. It’s really that simple.”
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